I'm Going to Build a Snowman
Written and Illustrated by Jashar Awan

READ ALIKES

Preschool
- A Polar Bear in the Snow- by Mac Barnett
- Snow Friends - by Margery Cuyler
- Bus Stop- by Angela H. Dale
- Twelve Days of Winter: A Wildlife Celebration- by Sherri Maret
- Wolf in the Snow- by Matthew Cordell
- Snow Angel, Sand Angel- by Lois-Ann Yamanaka

Toddler
- One Snowy Day- by Diana Murray
- Not Now, Cow- by Tammi Sauer
- Snow Days - by Deborah Kerbel

SONGS
- "All the Little Snowflakes" by The Kiboomers
- "Goodbye, Snowman" by Super Simple Learning
- "I Wanna Be a Snowman" by Caspar Babypants
- "I'm a Little Snowflake" by Laurie Berkner
- "Snow Around the Clock!" by Miss Carole

RHYMES

“Once There Was a Snowman”
Once was there was a snowman, snowman, snowman
Once there was a snowman
Tall, tall, tall
In the sun he melted, he melted, he melted
In the sun he melted
Small, small, small
Credit: Jbrary

“Dance Like Snowflakes”
Dance like snowflakes,
Dance like snowflakes
In the air, in the air
Whirling, twirling snowflakes
Whirling, twirling snowflakes
Here and there, everywhere
Credit: BellaOnline

ACTIVITY

Mitten Craft
Supplies: Crayons, markers, stickers, yarn
and whatever else you have on hand
printed mitten sheets